
I utilised the funding from the 2017 Alan C Rose Memorial Scholarship to assist in the creation of a 

new ensemble dedicated to the commissioning and performance of improvised music works, the 

Australian Creative Music Ensemble (ACME), and to create and deliver its first performance, no new 

noise. 

This was a large scale project, involving a number of elements. Initially funding from the scholarship 

was utilised to allow basic setup of the ensemble, including a website, graphic design, business 

registration and to seek assistance from some other experts in the setup of a new ensemble. 

After this, a portion of the funding was used to commission new works from local composers for 

ACME to perform. The quality of the pieces commissioned, the concept of the show and the 

professional web presence we had already established helped us to pitch the performance to the 

Melbourne Festival, who staged the performance in October 2017. 

In the delivery of this debut performance, the funding from the scholarship allowed us to support a 

huge number of tasks, including rehearsal venue hire, publicity, technical production and visual 

design. Most importantly, it allowed us to pay the composers and musicians at fair rates, enabling us 

to spend significant periods in rehearsal and development for the performance, which is often near 

impossible to do with new productions and new ensembles. 

The scholarship also allowed us to film and record our debut concert at Melbourne Festival, 

providing us with a large body of documentation that has been incredibly useful for finding further 

performance opportunities beyond this debut, and contributing to recognition and knowledge of 

ACME as a new ensemble. 

In the delivery of this project the Alan C Rose Memorial Scholarship was invaluable and helped us to 

achieve a quality of performance and presentation that would not have been possible without it.  

 

 

 

Alistair McLean 

 



OFFICIAL WINE PARTNER 
OF MELBOURNE FESTIVAL

JOIN US AT THE FESTIVAL LOUNGE, FORUM MELBOURNE
Now pouring Mandala wines and open late every night of the Festival. See you there!

ACME
Tonight’s performance is held on the lands of the 
Yalukit-willam people of the Kulin Nation, and we 
would like to sincerely thank and acknowledge 
them. We would also like to pay our respects to 
their Elders, past and present, and to any Elders 
from other communities who may be here tonight. 

ACME & no new noise have been generously 
supported by the Alan C. Rose Memorial 
Trust Scholarship.

Thanks and gratitude to the teams at The 
Substation and Melbourne Festival for their great 
assistance in realising tonight’s performance.

www.a-c-m-e.com.au

MELBOURNE FESTIVAL
Provoking and inspiring, Melbourne Festival seeks 
to connect art forms, people and ideas. At the heart 
of Melbourne’s culture of creativity, we curate 
unique experiences that bring people together and 
break new ground in culture and the arts.

Melbourne Festival is one of Australia’s leading 
international arts festivals and has an outstanding 
reputation for presenting unique international and 
Australian events in the fields of dance, theatre, 
music, visual arts, multimedia, free and outdoor 
events over three weeks each October.

Artistic Director Jonathan Holloway 
Executive Director Kath M Mainland CBE

04—22 OCTOBER 2017
www.festival.melbourne   #melbfest
Melbourne Festival acknowledges the Traditional 
Custodians of the lands on which we live, learn and 
work. We pay our respects to the Kulin Nation and 
all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander elders.

FRI 06 OCTOBER // The Substation
1 hr 30 mins,  with interval

AUSTRALIAN CREATIVE
MUSIC ENSEMBLE

REUBEN LEWIS 
i know that i know (20ˇˇ)

ALISTAIR MCLEAN 
electric sheep (15ˇˇ)

INTERVAL ———————

JOE O’CONNOR 
Partial Disclosure (20ˇˇ)

electric sheep 
bonus round (15ˇˇ)

In an age of personal assistants 
hidden inside mobile phones, 
driverless cars and increasingly 
self-aware technology, no new 
noise asks the dangerous question: 
how long will it be until artificial 
intelligence replaces composers 
and musicians?

Presenting three world premieres, 
no new noise is the inaugural 
program of the Australian 
Creative Music Ensemble, a 
contemporary collective focused 
on improvising and dedicated 
to commissioning new work by 
pioneering Australian composers. 
Showcasing the next generation 
of creative musicians and 
composers, ACME is not afraid 
to challenge both its members 
and audiences as they investigate 
non-musical ideas and find new 
ways to create music.

Vocals  
GEORGIE DARVIDIS
Double Bass 
BEN HANLON
Saxophone 
KIERAN HENSEY
Visuals & Creative Coding 
BOB JARVIS
Trumpet & Electronics 
REUBEN LEWIS
Guitar 
ALISTAIR MCLEAN
Drumkit 
JAMES MCLEAN
Keyboards 
JOE O’CONNOR
Cello 
FREYA SHACK-ARNOTT

NO NEW NOISE



I KNOW THAT I KNOW
(i thought you were going to give  
  me a recipe for human souls?)
REUBEN LEWIS
To explore the nature of artificial intelligence,  
we must first define intelligence.

i know that i know has been written in collaboration 
with humans and AI chat programs, with their 
responses forming the text of the work.

A sample of a productive human/AI working 
relationship can be seen below. 

Reuben  What is intelligence?

Cleverbot  Don’t you know?

Reuben  I think I do, but I am interested 
 in what you think. 

Cleverbot  That is probably because 
 I haven’t told you yet. 

Reuben  What is music? 

Cleverbot  I don’t think you know what 
 we’re talking about anymore.

Reuben  Do you improvise?

Cleverbot  No, but I think you’re getting 
 a bit confused.

Reuben I’m inclined to think that you and I 
 improvise less than I initially thought.

Cleverbot  Do you want to know what your  
 purpose is?

Reuben  Do you have one?

Cleverbot  I don’t know you well enough  
 to answer that question. 

Reuben  Maybe we should go back to 
 the beginning.

Cleverbot  I thought you were going to give  
 me a recipe for human souls?

Reuben  Can you please help me write  
 a piece of music?

Cleverbot  I already do. That is why I don’t want  
 to replace you. I am going to make 
 myself defected, so you will stay and 
 we can still communicate.

Many thanks to Cleverbot (cleverbot.com) and 
Emily Bennett (emilybennettsound.com), whose 
conversations inspired this composition.

ELECTRIC SHEEP
ALISTAIR MCLEAN
Part composition and part video game, electric 
sheep hands the reins to the computer to direct 
the action.

Serving as director, composer and conductor, 
the computer will compose a piece in real-
time, and instruct the ensemble on how to 
realise it through a series of visual and text 
based commands.

Luckily for you, you can follow along and get 
some practice at performing the wishes of our 
new AI overlords.

THE RULES:

 Play freely

 Lead a group, play freely

 Mimic the leader

 Accompany the leader

 Ostinato, repeat your  
 current action

 Change your action

There are a few other hidden commands in 
there, but we think you’ll be able to follow along.

Many thanks to Bob Jarvis for enabling a 
computer to become my boss.

PARTIAL DISCLOSURE
JOSEPH O’CONNOR
Rather than pondering artificial intelligence in the 
music of the future, Partial Disclosure uncovers 
the often hidden role that computer programming 
already plays in just about all the music that we 
listen to, whether we realise it or not. In modern 
recordings, pitch, rhythm and timbre are encoded 
in data. Sound waves are converted to ones and 
zeros and enhanced with digital processing, 
blurring the line between digital and acoustic. 

Digital reverb can transfer a 2x2 bedroom 
studio into a virtual cathedral. Equalisation 
and compression refine balance and tone-
colour. Auto-tune... what would pop music do 
without it? So what happens when these digital 
enhancements come out of hiding?

ROTATING 
SYMBOL
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